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Imagination
Educators exchange ideas, knowl.e dge with regents
By Abbey Dunlap
Reporter

"Imagination is more important than knowledge,"
Albert Einstein once said.
Though, perhaps, Einstein may have been correct
in his presumption, both imaginative ideas and
knowledge were exchanged Sunday by more than 30
state educators during a public hearing on higher
education in the House of Delegates Chamber.
Among the topics discussed by the educators were
funding for higher education, student needs and the
role of business as it relates to higher education.
"We can all see the major issue here is funding,"
said Buster Neel, vice president for financial affairs.
"However, another question facing us is how do we
get the biggest bang for our buck."
Neel said higher education institutions in the state
are being held back because of the strictgovemmen•
tal restrictions placed upon them.
"We are stifled in terms of development due to con·
trol," Neel said. "Control costs money. The greater
the control; the greater the cost."
Neel said state colleges and universities should
have "sufficient autonomy" to manage the money
appropriated to them as they see fit.
To illustrate his point, Neel suggested five ways in
which control can be shifted from the state govern·
ment to the individual oolleges and universities.

First, Neel suggested authority be returned to each
institution to determine all personnel matters.
Second, the legislature should appropriate lump·
sum budgets and let the facilities use the money
where they think it will be most effective, Neel said
Third, Neel said institutions should be allowed to
carry forward in subsequent years money that is not
spent by the institutions in any given fiscal year.
Fourth, less stringent restrictions should be placed
upon Higher Education Resource Fees so that they
may be used more effectively, Neel said.
Fifth, Neel said institutions should be allowed to
issue their own checks.
"Institutions should be allowed to tap their own
creativity and management skills," Neel said.
The need for increased funding for higher educa• .
tion was stressed by Board of Regents President Wil•
liam Watson.
"To those who cry we cannot afford to fund higher
education, I say we cannot afford not t.o fund higher
education," Watson said.
There has been talk by' many individuals in state
government ofclosing or merging some state institutions jn an effort to reduce duplication of programs
and to lower the cost of higher education in the state.
Watson said talk of merging and closing state
institutions is a "simplistic approach to the problem.
"You don't cut back by closing buildings," Watson
said. "The only way you can drastically reduce the

..

Take that
Freshman Amy Huffman, of Scott Depot,
defHta a block for• score during the Appelachlan State University game Saturday.
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MSC not business center, Frassinelli says
Alumni office move to Old Main on hold
By Lori A. Aprea
Reporter

Plans to move Alumni Affairs offices from the Memorial Student Cen·
ter to Old Main are on hold, according
to Linda Holmes, director of Alumni
Affairs.
She declined to say what prompted
the decision.
A proposition to move the alumni
offices to Old Main was made last
year to combine all alumni relations
offices under one roof, according to
Keith Scott, vice presideni-for institu·
tional advancement.
He said having these offices located
in a suite in Old Main would be more

efficient. It would also allow the offi•
ces to keep records in one data base
computer instead of the present twocomputer system.
According to Ray Welty, director of
auxiliary services, moving housing
offices from Old Main to MSC would
be more convenient.
Welty said if the offices were
located in the student center, students
would become better acquainted with
the center and more likely to use the
housing offices services.
· However, members of the Student
Senate do not share Welty's view.
"The student center is just that - a
student center, not an office building," said Student Body Vice President Brendan "Scooby" Leary.

Usage facts stop housing office move

j

shortage ofspace on campus, I think
that if the student center lets one busi•
Reporter
ness office in the door, then it will
open it for others, turning the Memor•
When Student Government Associ- ial Student Center into the Memorial
ation President John Frassinelli Business Center."
found out over the summer that there
Frassinelli and SGA went to Kamal
was a possibility of the housing offices moving into Memorial Student Samar, assistant manager of the stuCenter 2W22, he decided something dent center, and received statistics
showing that between January and
had to be done to stop the move. ·
By showing President Dale F. May, more than 140 groups used the
Nitzschke that the room was used fre- room.
quently by student organizations and
Frassinelli wrote to Nitzschke and
groups, Frassinelli and SGA stopped. expressed his views on the use of the
the move.
room. He also asked about it in a Pres·
"I feel that the student center is a ident's Cabinet meeting. In addition,
place for the students and not a place he brought the issue up to Interfor business offices," Frassinelli said. Fraternity Council, which later wrote
"Although I realize that there is a a letter of concern to Nitzschke.

By Sherri L. Richmond

SGA legislative package outlines student needs -.
By Sherri L. Richmond
Reporter

One of the planks in Student Body President John
Frassinelli's platform is being nailed into place by
Vice President Brendan "Scooby" Leary and Sen.
Alvie E. Qualls, Huntington graduate student.
The two are working a legislative package for the
next session of the Legislature.
Ten goals will be presented.
Though Marshall is the second largest higher edu·
cation institution in the state, it is ranked eighth in
funding per
.s goal is to raise the univer·
. student.
. SGA'
·• .
~

~

j

sity to second.
SGA also wants to address the problem of finding
$1 million to construct the Fine Arts Facility's studio.
Although SGA has not declared a position concerning a new football stadium,. it is curious, however,
from where the construction funds are coming, where
the stadium location will ·be, and what the recently
acquired land at the proposed site will be used for if
the stadium is not built.
Also, many graduate students, while paying student activity fees, are unable to attend university
functions and SGA is checking into it.
SGA also plans to seek increased salaries. Gradu-

ate assistants receive $2,500 over a nine-month
period for working an average of 20 hours per week.
With the 1984 national average set at $5,000, SGA
believes it is imperative that they seek increased
salaries for graduate assistants.
Curiosity over what the state plans to do to offset
the shrinkage of federal grants and loans is another
area SGA will tackle, in addition to reinvestigating
the feasibility of constructing parking ports and the
cost of security for such structures. SGA also will
investigate how constructive Faculty Improvement
Fees have been in providing better education, and
will see if state money needs to be secured to complete
ti. Science Building renovation. ,
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Limping Soviet nuclea-r sub sinks in Atlantic
WASHINGTON - A disabled
Soviet nuclear submarine sank
north of Bermuda before dawn
Monday, the Pentagon announced.
Sources said all the crew were
"presumed" to have escaped.
A Pentagon spokesman, Col. Marvin Braman, said survivors were
seen being picked up by Soviet
merchant ships, one of which had
been towing the Yankee-class sub.
The sub normally carries about 120
people.
Two officials, who demanded anonymity, said that fewer than 24
men were believed.le.ft on board for
the towing operation and that life
rafts were s~n moving toward a
merchant ship before the sub
finally slipped beneath the surface
three days after it was wracked by
fire and an explosion.
"It is presumed that everybody

Beyond that, the Pentagon had
no immediate explanation of why
the submarine sank.
The sources also declined to say
whether the United States had been
able to monitor the status of the
sub's two nuclear-powered reactors
as the vessel sank.
But a retired U.S. Navy officer,
who commanded the nuclearpowered submarine Polaris, said
officials had studied such a "worstcase scenario" and concluded there
would be "no d~nger from this."
James Bush, a retired captain
and now associate director of the
Center for Defense Information, a
private Pentagon -w atchdog group,
said any radioactivity from the
nuclear reactors would be diluted by
the sea.
The sources identified the Soviet
merchant ship towing the sub as
the Krasnogvardeysk.

''
________,,________
It is presumed that everybody got off, but we don't know for sure.

A Pentagon source

got off, but we don't know for sure,"
said one source. "They certainly
had enough time to get off, because
this boat was clearly slipping lower
in the water more than th?'e# hours
before it went under."
The sub sank in 18,000 feet of
water 1,040 11autical miles east of
Cape Hatteras, N.C., at 4 a.m., EDT
Monday, Braman said, almost four
hours after the towing ceased and
the submarine was seen to be taking on water.
In Moscow, a spokesman for the
Foreign Ministry said he had "no
information at all about those .

Unspent flood aid, squabbles
mar recovery, says lawmaker
CHARLESTON - Only
on&sixth of the $3 million
the Legislature made
available to help v~tims
of last Nov~mber's floods
has been spent by the
Department of Human
Services, a legislator said
Monday.
In addition, Del. Tony Shepherd, D-Kanawha,
said the flood recovery was hampered by petty
squabbling, artificial political lines, poor training
and a serious lack of communications.
Shepherd went on a legislative fact-finding
mission last month through the areas hardest-hit
by last November's flooding, which resulted in
half the state being declared a federal disaster
area.
"I did not know it had not been spent yet,"
.. House Finance Chairman George Farley, DWood, said, after being told of Shepherd's
statement.

W.Va. hospital law upheld
by reconvened Supreme Court
. WASHINGTON -The U.S. Supreme Court on
Monday allowed West Virginia to continue
requiring that consumers make up 40 percent of
non-profit hospitals' boards of directors.
The court, without comment, let stand a ruling
that such a state law does not violate the ·
constitutional rights of hospital officials.
A 1984 West Virginia law imposed the 40percent requirement. The law is intended to helo
contain medical costs and give citizens broad ..
participation in running hospitals that receive
taxpayer support.
But West Virginia hospitals and the American
Hospital Association claimed that the law violates free-speech and free-association rights protected by the Constitution.

Moundsville strike continues;
offlclals refuse to give In
MOUNDSVILLE - A prison work stoppage
entered its second week Monday as about 100
West Virginia Penitentiary inmates refused to
return to their prison jobs, officials said.
Clutter said officials met with inmates about
three times last week to discuss the situation but
didn't reach an accord. Warden Jerry Hedrick
said last week that prisoners want the searches
stopped b~t tha~ !)fficials won't back down.

reports" of the sinking.
Braman said a Navy P3-C patrol
plane reported the sinking more
than 500 miles north of Bermuda
and 80 miles from the point where
Friday's fire and explosion killed
three men.
Braman noted that the sub had
encountered rough seas as it was
being towed through the Atlantic.
One source had noted that the
submarine, designed to carry 16
nuclear-tipped missiles, had apparently sustained damage to its hull
and possibly one missile tube hatch
cover.

U.S. Supreme Court takes
bench with Rehnquist at helm

Canada wins U.N. award
for pollcles on refugees

WASHINGTON -The
Supreme Court, with William H. Rehnquist sitting in the center chair of lead,
ership and Justice
Antonin Scalia taking his
place at the bench, began
its 1986-87 term Monday.
The newly constituted court began with its
traditional flurry of activity, issuing orders in
some 1,000 cases on its first day back from a
three-month summer recess.
The court immediately began hearing arguments in the first of some 150 cases the justices
will study fully and decide by July. The first
concerned Indian land rights.
The cases to be considered during the new.term
include such issues as alleged racial bias in
death penalty laws, the teaching of creationism
in public schools and the employment rights of
pregnant women.
Warren E. Burger has retired after 17 years as
chief justice, the longest tenure in the job this
century, but his departure and Scalia's arrival
are not expected to tip the court's ideological
balance on most issues.

GENEVA - Canada
Monday was awarded the
U.N.-sponsored Nansen
Medal for its longtime
open-door policy toward
refugees and its support of
refugee aid programs.
U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees Jean-Pierre Hocke,
announcing the award in a statement, said
"Canada has generously welcomed an increasing
number of refugees" and cited Canadians for
"outstanding achievements" in helping people
fleeing persecution.
It was the first time the award went to an
entire nation since its creation in 1954.
In 1979-84, Canada received 129,000 refugees,
who made up 23 percent of all immigrants. The
largest part came from Southeast Asia, followed
by East Europeans, the U.N. commissioner said.
Admissions from Latin America, the Mideast
and Africa have been rising, showing "Canada's
global approach to refugee resettlement," the
United Nations body said.
Canada ranks second in the past decade
among the world's industrialized countries in the
number of refugees received as a proportion of
population, the commission said.

. Midwest still flooded;
more rain forecast
TULSA, Okla. - Midwest flooding that Oklahoma and .Illinois officials said was the worst in
their history continued Monday, but waters in
five states receded enough to allow back into
· their homes some of the estimated 45,000 people
forced to flee.
Floodwaters retreated in Illinois, Michigan,
Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma on Sunday, but
rain-swollen rivers rose elsewhere in those states
and Texas.
"We're going to have continuing problems.
Even if there is no more rain, we're still going to
have flooding for the next few days," Oklahoma
Gov. George Nigh told a news conference in
Tulsa.
The National Weather Service had forecasted
scattered showers or thunderstorms Monday in
southern Oklahoma, much of Texas and the
lower Mississippi Valley.
Little or no rain fell Sunday across the
Midwest, deluged by up to 2 feet in the past week.
However, storms dumped up to 16 inches of rain
on west Texas, where floodwaters drowned a n
elderly Arizona woman who was swept away as
she tried to escape h er submerged car, officials
said._.....

Israeli warplanes strike
far northern Lebanon
BEIRUT, Lebanon - Israeli warplanes
bombed and rocketed the training camps of
Syrian-backed militias in the nprthern province
of Akkar Monday in Israel's deepest air strike
ever into Lebanon, police said.
There was no immediate report of casualties or
dama__ge from the morning sorties.
·Police said eight Israeli fighter-bombers struck
targets in or around the villages of Kosha,
Berkayel and Dahr Nsar in Syrian-controlled
Akkar at 8:05 a.m. It was Israel's 12th air raid
into Lebanon this year.
The targets are 12 miles north of Lebanon's
port city of Tripoli and six miles south of the
Syrian border. They are about 120 miles north of
Israel's border with Lebanon.
The Israeli military command in Tel Aviv
confirmed the raid in a communique, saying that
among the targets was a building housing the
headquarters for Palestinian guerrillas of the
Syrian-backed Rejectionist Front.
The Rejectionists oppose Yasser Arafat's leadership of the Palestine Liberation Organization
and reject any consideration of accomodation
with Israel.
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Opinion

Commentaries

Editorials

One is better

Pin the blame on the BOR·
for science delay's b-day

I t was, at best, a left-handed compliment.
A recent Charleston Gazette editorial so
flattered Marshall's Yeager Scholars program that it suggested it be imitated. If one
highfalutin' scholars program is good for
we·s t Virginia, two are better, the editorial
reasoned.
And which school do you think The Gazette
charged with imitating the Yeager Scholars
program?

To one of the most shameful examples of
delay at Marshall University, we somberly
say, happy birthday.
· With the passing of September, the university's attempt to build an acceptable science
facility is two years behind schedule, and the
project is only half completed.
As a result, Marshall's science program is
suffering.
Classes, professors and equipment are
scattered throughout every academic building on campus.
Professors who want to set up an experiment in class to illustrate a point have to
embark upon a campuswide scavenger hunt
to collect needed equipment. Once gathered,
the equipment may have to be carted from
one end of campus to the other.
Sure, occasional in-class experiments
would liven up a chemistry lecture and spark
student interest and learning. But considering the time. and effort involved, who can
blame professors who settle for chalkboard or
overhead projector illustrations?
And consider long-term effects on the
science program.
Quality science instructors are becoming
difficult to recruit. All else being equal, a university with a complete, modem science facility is far more attractive than a university
with only half of one.

Of course, WVU.
The Gazelle said the WVU program would
be different. It wouldn't be named after any
one person. And, the editorial said, it
wouldn't drain money away from Marshall's
program because scads of rich WVU alumni
would just be dying to contribute to it.
Aside from our own selfish interest of protecting our turf, we can find a number of
flaws in The Gazette's proposal.
Shouldn't WVU wait to see if the Yeager
program flies? If there is enough money in .
West Virginia to support two programs, fine.
First it might be wise to find out if one program can find enough money.
But, you say, there are lots of deep-pocketed
WVU alumni who wouldn't give MU a sou.
Most of those with that mentality wouldn't
care to-donate anything to academic endeavors anyhow. For many WVU - and Marshall - alumni, largess and loyalty only go
as far as a football or basketball program.
Even if there were enough loose bucks
floating around out there to fund two heavy• duty scholars programs, would there be
enough students? These programs would be
looking for a few very good men and women.
We doubt there are enough nascent Einsteins
out there to support two scholars programs in
a state The Gazette has al ways said is not big
enough to support two universities.

Headed down river
ot only did the November flood wipe
out homes, bridges, and streets, it carried away the majority of uncultivated marijuana crops as well.
Agriculture Commissioner Gus Douglass
says the uncultivated plants have been virtually eliminated, and it may take several years
before any large fields will have any appreciable amount.
Throughout history, floods seemed to have
had a cleansing effect. After all, when God
wanted to get rid of a multitude of sinners, He
chose a flood.
To paraphrase Treasurer of State A James
Manchin, the flood has purged our proud
peaks of this pungent, perhaps perilous,
plant.
But we wonder if good ol' boys along the
Mississippi delta - assuming the plants followed the natural course of drainage - might
be profiting from the bad luck of West Virginia's horticultural entrepreneurs.

N

Qur readers speak

"Honey, I told you to do that only if I didn't
get any applause," said President Reagan to
Nancy after she scooted her chair off the
stage at a Vladimir Horowitz concert and fell
into a flower box.

For the same reason, quality science students are becoming difficult to recruit. If
further construction delays are tolerated, the
science program will earn a bad reputation
that will persist for years.
But another delay already is in the making.
After considering 14 candidates, a selection committee composed of representatives
from Marshall and the Board of Regents has
chosen Abramovitz-Kingsland-Schiff, a
Virginia-based architectural firm, to finish
the science building.
Before choosing the firm, committee
members took into account criteria such as
the firm's expetjence with building college
science facilities, size and quality of the
firm's staff, and success of the firm's projects
as verified by calls or visits to clients.
Marshall representatives from the committee say the firm chosen is the most qualified.
But members of the Board of Regents,
including some of those who served on the
committee, saytheypreferthata West Virginia firm be selected. Reasons for wanting an
in-state firm are understandable in a state
with the second-highest unemployment in
the nation. But an apparently qualified firm
has been found; haggling over the location of
its main office will result in more delays.
We want a quality science building now.
Next September, let's not find ourselves
adding a third candle to the birthday cake.

THI FA• SIDI

Where's soccer spirit?
What has happened to the Marshall spirit? Where ·
were all our sports fans this weekend? Marshall
hosted its Fifth Annual Classic Invitational Soccer
Tournament but I sure couldn't tell judging by the
attendance at Fairfield Stadium. Granted the
weather wasn't great· and the tournament wasn't
well advertised but a lot of ''old" soccer fans knew
about it and didn't show up. Marshall has won the
classic the last two years running and both years saw
great things for our kickers. This year there are only
four returning starters, a few returning sophomores,
and the rest are new players. The team's record this
year may not be as impressive as it has been in past
years but the guys are playing their games in front of
empty bleachers. Fans are people who should be
there to support the team, not just applaud wins.
Many thanks to the parents offine Marshall players
who traveled from New York, New Jersey, Missouri,
and South Carolina to show their support. It's a
shame that some couldn't travel seven blocks to do
the same.
JoAnn Jorden
Huntington junior

Letter pol Icy
The Partienon welcomes letters concerning the
Marshall University community. All letters to the editor
must be signed and include the address and telephone
number of the author.
Letters should be typed and no longer than 200
words. The Parthenon reserves the right to edit letters.

By GARY LARSON

IA/ell he looks pretty
9.ocda~d---Wiiaaa,u,t?
Ti,;s is paint! Whif-e paint!..

To the EdHor:

_____'',_,_____
Notable quote

Letters

Ge1 out of my off,"ce/
you shyst-e;-- !

10-7

Auditions for the Lone Ranger's horse
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Homecoming bonfire is out, parade changed
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By Kathy KIiburn
Reporter

No bonfire is scheduled for this year,
but students who get all dressed up for
the Homecoming parade will have
someplace to go afterwards. The
parade, which traditionally has been
on Thursday night of Homecoming
Week, will be on Saturday before the
game, according to T. Kay Lillibridge,
Charleston senior and Homecoming
Committee co-chairman.
Additionally, Lillibridge said the
location also has been changed from
Fourth Avenue to 13th Avenue along
Ritter Park.
The parade will assemble at the
corner of Eighth Street and 13th
Avenue parading down the avenue to
12th Street. The parade will tum left at
12th Street, then right at Charleston
A venue and to Fairfield Stadium.
Lillibridge said the committee also
cancelled the bonfire. She said the reason for the change was the deflated
feeling some students have after the
parade and bonfire are over.
"Even at its best, the bonfire is not

that exciting. And after the fire goes
out, there you are, all dressed up, with
no where to go," she said.
Instead of floats, banners will be featured in the parade. A prize will be
awarded to the group with the best
banner.
Some other activities will follow the
traditional style of a Marshall homecoming. The committee has planned
an activity on the plaza every
weekday.
According to Lillibridge, the week
starts off with opening ceremonies presided over by President Dale F.
Nitzschke and Mayor Robert R. Nelson, who will proclaim Oct. 20 through
Oct. 26 as Homecoming Week.
Cake and punch will be served and
balloons will be given away. Beginning at 11 a.m., the ceremony will be
followed by a Jazz Band performance.
Charicatures Unlimited will be on
the plaza Monday and Tuesday.
Monday at 9 p.m., comedian David
Naster will entertain in the
Coffeehouse.
Tuesday, Oct. 21, singer and musician, Jim McGill will perform on the
plaza from 11 a.m. to 12 p.m. Begin-

will perform on the plaza from 11 a.m.
to noon. Lillibridge said the committee
Even at its best, the bonfire is not would like to have a heavy metal concert at the Coffeehouse but so far
that exciting. And after the fire haven't coptacted any groups.
A lip-sync contest is scheduled for
goes out, there you are, all
Oct. 24, from 11 a.m. t.o 1 p.m.
dressed up, with no where to Friday,
Applications for participating can be
go.
picked up in the S+.udent Activities
T. Kay Ulllbrldgc Office and should be submitted by
Thursday afternoon, Oct. 23.
The dance is Friday. Beginning at 9
ning at noon, the Homecoming Com- p.m. Windjammer, a band from Chamittee will sponsor "Pizza and Pepsi rleston, will be performing at the
on the Plaza," a pizza~ating contest. dance.
Saturday, Oct. 25, the parade will
Afterwards, there will be free pizza. At
9 p.m., Tuesday, Marshall's own Rob begin at 10 a.m. Lillibridge said students should view the parade from RitHarris, will sing at the Coffeehouse.
The organizational fair is scheduled ter Park and not from local yards.
The game against Davidson begins
for Wednesday, Oct. 22, from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. At 11 a.m. to noon, Mr. Enter- at 1:30 p.m. At halftime, the Homecomtainer will be on the plaza. At 9 p.m., ing Queen will be crowned and the
the Black United Students-Minority winner of the banner competition will
Students Extravaganza is scheduled. be announced. \
At8 p.m., the Science Fiction Society
According to Jan Mahon, Madison
graduate student and graduate assist- Haunted House will be open in Corbly
ant to Student Activites, BUS-MS, Hall.
Sunday, Oct. 26, the David Lee Roth
details about the extravaganza are not
concert will begin at 8 p.m. at the Hunavailable.
Thursday, Oct. 23, the Mass Choir tington Civic Center.

''
____,,____

Hearing--------------------From Page

1
cost of higher education is to reduce the number of
students."
However, the goal of the BOR is to give every individual in the state who wants to continue his education the opportunity to attend an institution of higher
education, Watson said
Watson also said it will be relatively costly to fund
higher education at the levels it should be funded.
"If students are to be properly educated, the cost
per student will have to rise from the current figure of
approximately $3,000 per student to more than

$4,000 per student."
BORChancellorThomasColealsoemphasizedthe
need for increased funding for higher education.
"Increased support of higher education is an
investment of the people," Cole said. "College graduates who stay in West Virginia pay eight times more
revenue money back than the cost to educate them."
Cole said the percentage ofrevenue appropriated t.o
higher education has decreased from a high of
approximately 18 percent in 1969 to 12 percent in
1985. "It will take a 30 percent increase in funding to
bring us up to median level."
From the business perspective, better education at

all levels is the key, said Thomas Burns, chairman.of
the West Virginia Round-table, a group of
businessmen.
"From a business standpoint, West Virginia has
many strengths," Bums said. "The.Yeager Scholars
Program at Marshall is one of many examples of that
trend toward quality in higher education." ·
Burns said the business community in West Virginia is willing to help higher education.
"There are many opportunities to utilize business
principles to manage higher education," Burns said.
Burns also said emphasis needs to placed upon the
technical training and curriculum overall.
B'nal Sholom Temple,
High Holy Days.

Marshall Artists Series
50th Anniversary Gala Concert

Erich Kunzel conducts the

Cincinnati POPS Orchestra
William Crofut and Benjamin Luxon, Guest Artists

An Evening of Song and Celebration
Saturday, November 1, 1986, 8:00 p.m.
Huntington Civic Center
FREEi With MU ID & Activity Card- -

Ro~ HHhana,, Eve Service Friday . October 3,
8 pm Followed by reception Rosh Halhll'lah
Flrll Day s • bbalh Saturday, Oct 4. 9 am
second evening service. 8 pm Rolh Halhll'lah
Second Day Sunday, October 5, 9 :30am Yom
Klppur - Kol Nldra - Sunday . October 1 2. 8 pm

Yom Klppur Services Mond ay . October 13,
930 am Student, 2:30 pm Aftern oon service.
Yizkor, and concluding serv;ce, 3:30 pm Fo llowed by break-the-fast.

. Tickets: $50*, $25 ($15 Youths)

* Includes Post-Concert Champagne Reception
Call 696-6656 for more information
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Good Food Good Times
Comer of Hal Greer & -4th Ave.

here You Can Get Extra Hot Anytime=~~~~==::1

ERRIS BUELLER'S DAY OFF (PG13)
Daily 5 :10-7:10-9 :10
SAT. SUN. MAT. 1:10 3:10
Starts 9/ 26

BACK TO SCHOOL
Daily 5:00-7:00-9:00 (PG 13)
SAT. SUN. MAT. 1:00-3:00

STAND BY ME
Daily 5:25- 7:25-9:25
SAT. SUN. MAT. 1:25-3:25 (R)

PEANUT BUTTER SOLUTION
Daily 5:00 (PG)
SAT. SUN. MAT. 1:0G-3:00

Meryl SlfNP

HEART BURN
Daily 7:05-9:10 (R)
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Slack back during search for library director
affairs.
Slack's retirement was official in
Reporter
June, and he said he expected the university to find a replacement a long
To retire, or not to retire?
To retire and still work, or retire for time ago.
good?
" I do not understand why no one was
To retire to work on something else, hired," he said. "There was this one
or just retire because it is time?
lady from Lake Forest who was
Those are questions facing Dr. Ken- extraordinary."
But Slack said he feels no remorse. " I
neth T. Slack who, after his official
r etirement, returned to his job as am glad to do it. I had a wonderful 34
library director when the university years as a library administrator."
did not hire a replacement.
Last fall, the Library Search ComThe search for a new head librarian . mittee began advertising the position,
began in September 1985, and even and applicants were screened in
though he retired, Slack has been left January.
picking up the slack, said Dr. Carol A.
The final six candidates came to
Smith, vice president for academic campus in February for interviews.

By David A. Jenkin•

They also met with administrators and
memhers of the faculty and staff,
Smith said.
·
Although the applicants were qualified, their evaluations .were less than
ideal, Smith said. No one could agree
on a single candidate as "the one for
the job," she said.
"The applicants interviewed lacked
the personality, excitement, enthusiasm and degree of creativity needed for
the job," Smith said.
Dr. Brad R. DeVos, chairman oflast
year's search committee, agreed with
Smith's assessment of the candidates.
"The applicants were minimally
qualified, and it is extremely important
to get a person that is more than quali-

j
j

tied," he said.
DeVos said he is optimistic about
this year's search and hopes that a candidate is found soon.
Slack said one reason he retired was
to become bibliographer of a Confeder·
ate collection that will be turned over to
Marshall upon the death of the collection's current owner.
"The Board of Regents would never
let the library put in a paid slot for this
position, and I was interested, so I
decided to do it," he said.
The responsibilities of both jobs
have not yet become too great, but
when Marshall gets the collection, the
work will be too much for one person,
Slack said.

Enrollment up at MU, down at 'other university'
By Beth Ann Bowe and Jeff Leaming
Reporters

Fall enrollment for Marshall is up0.6
percent, while West Virginia University reports a 4.7 percent drop from last
year, according to unofficial figures
released by Registrar Robert H.
Eddins.
The increase of 256 full-time Marshall students brings the total to 7,266,
while WVU's total dropped from last
fall's 18,031 to 17,176.
Glenn G. Carter, WVU director of

admissions and records, said the freshman enrollment drop was due to higher
admission standards. Previous admission requirements were a 2.0 grade
point average and a combined ACT
score of 16. New qualifications require
that a committee review the applications of those who meet only one of the
previous requirements. WVU's
entrance requirements are the highest
of all state institutions.
Marshall's entrance requirements of
a 2.0 grade point average or overall
ACT score of14 also will be upgraded,

according to James Harless, director of
admissions.
Harless said that by 1990, prescribed
high school courses and an ACT cutoff
will accompany a new policy that
requires a probationary period for
freshmen entering without the former
requirements.
An 8.5 percent increase in the College of Education topped Marshall's
fall enrollment in separate colleges.
"I think this is the third year we've
shown an increase in education students. This means the forecasted
teacher shortage problem has turned
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around," Harless said.
Women comprise more than half of
all Marshall students. The enrollment
of 5,057 men compares to 6,379 women,
up from last year's enrollment of 4,979
men and 6,371 women.
Nationally, enrollment of men and
women has evened out to 50/ 50 figures,
but fewer women attain the higher levels of college education, such as the top
scholarships and postgraduate
degrees, according to a report by the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.
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Student Senate Elections
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Seats Available:
2 Seats

College of
Liberal Arts

1 Seat

College of
Business
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$30
$40
$15
OFF
OFF
OFF

lb ALL lOK GOLD ALL 14K GOLD ALL 18K GOLD
2 Seats

College of
Education

2 Seats

Community College

1 Seat

School of Nursing

.
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Must be a member of Constituency
2.0 GPA
, Must be etJrolled 7 hours undergraduate ,
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One week only, save on the gold ring of your choice. For complete
details, see your Jostens representative at:
Deposit Req.:

OPEN . 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

$10.9()

CICEeJ Payment plans available. ~ 1985Jostens, Inc.
Appllcatlons to be taken October 1-10
MSC 2W29 696-6435 8:00 am·'- 4:00 pm
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Place:
MUB .
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Vance says book prices up five percent
Vance said the average price of textbooks depends
on the type book. Hardback books are generally more
expensive; therefore, books for science and nursing
programs are more expensive because of extensive
use of hardbacks in those disciplines, and books for
social science majors are among the least expensive
because many paperbacks are used in those areas of
study.
Books also tend to be more expensive during the
fall semester. Larger student enrollment decreases
the number of used textbooks that can be purchased,
so students must buy new books at higher prices.
In an effort to keep prices down, the bookstore
purchases used books at 30-50 percent of the original
cost, depending on the number of texts needed for the
following semester. Books not being used the following semester will be purchased at the current

By Lori A. Aprea
Reporter

Although textbook prices continue to rise at a rate
of about 5 percent a year, the increase is half that of
just two years ago, according to Joseph L. Vance,
manager of the Marshall Bookstore.
During the last 24 months, book prices have risen
10 percent, which is lower than the 20 percent
~ncrease of the previous two years, he said.
Vance attributes the rise in prices to better content
of books, including more graphics, color and supplemental material.
"When students buy a textbook they don't realize
that they are paying for more than one feature," he
said."

national wholesale price.
The purchasing of used books is based on the student buy-back computer system. This system, which
stores 10,000 book titles, lists exactly what a used
book is worth.
Plans are under way to lease additional software so
the system will be able to handle 40,000 titles, Vance
said.
The bookstore sells used books at 70 percent of the
original price, resulting in a profit of about 20 percent. In previous years there have been complaints
about the low buy-back rate, but if the bookstore paid
more for used books, the price of new books would be
increased, Vance stressed.
The main goal of the bookstore is to keep buy-back
rates down, so students save as much money as possible, Vance added.

Energy system to be ready next year

''

By Michelle L. Nolte
Reporter

We're thinking big at Marshall
University, and every dollar we
save is a dollar that can be used
to strengthen Marshall and its
programs.
Dale Nitzschke

The Honeywell Energy Management
System, now being designed for Marshall University, is guaranteed to pay
for itself in reduced utility bills within
two years, and five-year net savings
are projected to exceed $1.35 million.
The $500,000 investment will be
funded through the university's utility
budget.
Harry E. Long, director ofplant operations, said the system, which should
be fully operational in six to nine
months, "will keep our buildings more
comfortable by constantly adapting to
current conditions ... and it will save
enough in utility bills to pay for itself. I
don't see how we can go wrong."
President Dale F. Nitzschke said,
"We're thinking big at Marshall University, and every dollar we save is a
dollar that can be used to strengthen
Marshall and its programs."
Marshall will be one of the first
organizations in the Tri-State region to
use the remote-monitored energy man-

Calendar

specially designed for each building,
Chemistry Semll'I• about "Gas Phase Ion
will communicate regularly by phone Chemistry" will be given today at 11 a.m. in
to Honeywell's Servicenet computers Northcott 309.
in Atlanta, andifthe building temperaAdvertlllng Club will meet today at 4 p.m.
tures deviate from specified ranges, or
if any equipment malfunctions, the in Smith Hall 331. Further in formation may
computer will alert the appropriate be obtained by calling 696-2360.
person.
Phi Beta Lambda, the collegiate level
Building occupants can adjust ther- Future Business Leaders of America, will
mostats in their buildings, thereby · meet today at 3:30 p.m. in the Community
overriding the preset temperatures.
College 139. More information can be
'l'he university can make scheduling received by calling 529-1789.
changes by using a toll-free number to
Circle K will meet today at 7 p.m. in the
accommodate special events such as Memorial
Student Center.
midnfght basketball games in Henderson Center.
Human Performance Lab will sponsor a
Alfred M. Horan, superintendent of Faculty Fitness Program todayfrom8a.m.·
facilities maintenance and energy 4 p.m. in the Henderson Center 210. Addimanagement, said the system will pro· tional information may be obtained by
long the life of Marshall's equipment calling 696-3186 or 696-6490.
by operating it only when needed, and
Campus Women's Network will meet
by detecting problems early. " If a today
11:30 a .m. • 1 :30 p.m. on the
boiler.goes down over the two weeks eighth from
floor of Smith Hall. More informaMarshall is closed at Christmas, we'll tion is available by calling 696-6700.
get an alarm saying it's down, instead
of a phone call from the Security Office
PRSSA will meet today at 2 p.m. in Smith
when someone sees water spraying Hall 331. Further information may be
obtained by contacting 529-0328.
from a broken pipe."

____,,____
agement systems, according to David
L. Peabody, a building service representative from Honeywell's Dunbar
office.
Long said the Honeywell system was
chosen after looking at various other
systems and reading through many
proposals. He said he believes Honeywell has the system that would be best
suited for Marshall's needs.
Eight on-campus computers will
keep track of the schedules of 14 buildings, as well as indoor and outdoor
temperatures, Peabody said. The residence halls will not be involved with
this system.
The computers, through programs

Until robots
.replace humans •••

..• your plasma
will always

be needed.
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"Blonde is Beautiful

No

Did You Know?·
Your Plasma Saves Lives..•
The Plasma You Donate Helps:
Patients in shock
Bleeding Disorders
Intravenous nuids for:
burns, surgery. or treatment of illness
Protect against infection
Helps accident victims
Clotting factors for hemophiliacs
Naw research on life threatening diseases

Please don't let unfounded fears
deprive those whose lives may
depend upon your plasma donation.
Our equipment is sterile
and designed for
one-time use.

Win Tlcketal
David LH Roth Concert
Donlte and Eam C.lh to Buy Your
Ticket and You May WIN a Ticket in Our
Drawing Monday. OCt. 20. You Don't
Have to be Present to Win.
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$10.00

$10.00

This Coupon is Worth

TEN DOLLARS

BONUS! IN ADDITION TO OUR REGULAR FEEi

Bring in this coupon on your first donation or if It
has been 2 monlhs since your last donation.

I

HYLAND 631
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CENTER
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How You
Cut It."
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IWomen's
Cuts
.$11
Hours
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]

Men's Cuts

$7
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Highlawn Pharmacy
522-7812
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Place kicking, rushing worries for Herd
By John Tolarchyk
Sports Editor

The 3-2-1 Thundering Herd goes into
the mid-season break scarred and
wounded from a first-half that
included the Division 1-AA's third,
fifth and 20th place teams.
For most teams that would make the
season. For Marshall, however, it just
means that the first half of the season
is over, and now it's time to look forward to five Southern conference
games, two of which are with teams

that Marshall has never beaten.
kickoffs in the first game, to a point
Marshall's next five opponents are where Coach George Chaump has
East Tennessee State, Oct. 18; David- enough confidence in him to call for a
son, Oct. 25; University of Tennessee- • field goal from 51 yards out. Gault split
Chattanooga, Nov. 6; Appalachian the uprights on the 51-yarder to close
State, Nov. 13 and Western Carolina, out the first half.
Nov. 20.
To add some extra punch to the rushThe 16-9 win at Virginia Military ing offense, freshman Ronald Darby
Institut.e included improvement in two has emerged as a 100-yard-a-game
areas in which Marshall has been less runner who can break open the game at
than impressive: rushing and place any time. Darby rushed for 104 yards
kicking. ·
on 19 carries. The week before, Darby
Place kicker Kevin Gault has scored the Herd's only -t ouchdown on
improved from not being able to keep ·an 89-yard kickoff return against
the ball in between the sidelines on Furman.

" We had to put more speed in the
backfield because we haven't been
holding our blocks long enough for the
normal 'I' formation," Chaump said.
"I've been · practicing Darby and
(Daryl) Deboes as running backs all
week."
Offensive center Sam Manos, who
played against VMI the last three
years, said the offense took the Keydets
lightly because of the big scores their
other opponents ran up on them. "They
improve every year. They almoat beat
us last year," he said.

Soccer team takes one in tournament
By Doug Smock
Reporter

----

.

The Marshall soccer team worked
overtime in snapping its four-game losing streak, posting a win and a tie iri
the Marshall University Soccer
Classic.
The Thundering Herd defeated.
Morehead State 2-0 in Sunday's consolation game. The championship was
won by the Pittsburgh Panthers, who
downed Vanderbilt 3-2 after drubbing
Morehead in Saturday's round 5-0.
The most exciting game of the tournament, however, was Saturday's 1-1
tie between Marshall and Vanderbilt.
The match was scoreless after 90 minut.es of the regulation game.
In the first half, Mark Bongarzone
nearly connected with a·pass to Scott
Laskowitz for ·a header. Later, Peter
Catizone had a shot off a comer kick
that was stopped by Commodore goalkeeper Greg Westfall.
Sta photo by Tod Sh.,esy
Marshall was awarded a comer kick All-Tournament selection Mark Bongarzone defends against a Morehead
in the second half after an errant Van- player during Marshall's Soccer Classic.
_
derbilt pass back to goalkeeper West- made a diving save on the shot. Howell tout and send it to an extra round, but
fall went over the end line. Andy had another chance with nine minutes hie shot went just wide to the left. "I
Pilcher hit Bongarzone with a perfect left when he missed a shot from 12 was thinking too much," Fischer said.
pass, which Bongarzone headed past yards.
_Fischer redeemed himself in SunWeetfall, but a Vanderbilt defender
Howell put Vanderbilt on top with day's game against Morehead, scoring
kicked it away on the goal line.
2:0~ left in overtime when he got the go-ahead goal at 1:20 in overtime.
Seconds later, the Herd appeared to behmd _the- Marshall defen_se for an The goal, hie seventh of the year, was
score the game-winning goal. Westfall _ _easy -goal. The Thun<l:ermg Herd headed in off a pass from Bill Todd. "It
was bent over Marshall's Laskowitz, roared back for the tying goal 32 was a nice, easy goal," DeFazio said.
who was lying on the. turf injured, ~econds later when John Kell~r headed "It's frustrating to try to figure why we
when the ball bouncedoutofthecrowd tn a pass.from Matthew Waizenegger can't do it all the time."
of players in the penalty box into the for his third goal of the season. _
Laskowitz scored his seventh goal of
net. The referee, however, ruled LaskoA penalty kick shootout d~termined the year with 1=67 remaining wh~n he
witz offsides, nullifying the goal.
which team advanced to the final pounced on a loose ball at the top ofthe
After that play, it was Vanderbilt against Pitt. Templeton got an arm on Morehead penalty box and rifled it into
that had the scoring opportunities. the first shot by Vanderbilt'a,Carson the lower left coi:ner.
John Howell had two chances late in Allen, but the ball dribbled in. Both
Laskowitz, Fischer, Bongarzone and
regulation. Howell took a pass from scored on the 12-yard shots until ~he Keller were selected to the allmidfield and was alone against Herd fifth and final round: Steve Fischer tournament team, which was domigoalkeepe:r David Templeton, who was sent up by DeFazio to tie the shoo- na~ by the Pitt Panthers.

Lady .Spikers
drop record
. The Lady Spikers lost to Appalachian State Saturday in Gullick·
son Gym in a match that went
into five close games, despite
playing strong volleyball and
eliminating blocking mistakes.
The opening game was claimed
by Appy State with a 15-12 win.
Marshall fought back to take the
second game 16-10, before falling
in the third game 15-11.
The Lady $pikers pulled back
· into the match, claiming the
fourth game 15-13. The fifth
game of the match was close with
Marshall behind 16-14. The loss
lowered the team's record to 5-2
overall and 1-2 in Southern Conference play.
Marshall was led in hitting by
Lesa L. Lee, LaPorte, Ind., sophomore, with 14 points for 30
att.empts for a 48-peroent average. Marshall's top scorer was
Cynthia S. Byrant, Huntington
sophomore, wit h 15 points.
Head Coach Martha J. Newberry cited two main reasons for
the loss. The first factor was the.
experience of Appy State' s
seniors and juniors. The second
was the effect of a few mental
mistakes from the team.
Newberry said, "I'm really
happy with what I saw. We
hustled and played good team
ball. We had the desire to win. I
can't wait until we play_ them
a(ain."
· -.. -----The Lady Spiker• trii~ to
Kentucky State today where they
will play Kentucky Wesleyan.
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BOR to discuss
Science Building
a-rchitects today

Towers East-------.
While the exterminator's away
'Rodental Pursuit' is played

The Board of Regents is scheduled
today to discuss Marshall's choice of
Abramovitz-Kingsland-Schiff architectural firm to complete work on the
Science Building, said Dr. E. S. Hanrahan, dean of the Colleg~ of Science,
The iHue was not listed on the
board's printed agenda, but Hanrahan
'said he contacted BOR President William Watson Monday morning and
_was told it would be discuss~.
Members of the Board of Regents
said in September that the decision on
·the architects would be made in today' a
·meeting. The meeting is at 9 a.m. in
Charleston.
The BOR must approve Marshall's
choice before the firm can be awarded
the contract.

·~-

There's a new contest in Twin
Towers East - to see who can catch
the moat mice.
Dormitories have had problems
with rodents since the beginning of
the semester. Exterminators have
been on campus twice this fall, and
according to Ramona Orndorff,
manager of student housing, the
problem ia being closely monitored.
When mice were first observed
this semester, Standard Exterminating Company was contacted,
Orndorff said. She said the extermi-

nators set bait in the ceilings and
traps in rooms where mice had been
seen.
According to Orndorff, the problem is being dealt with and should
be cleared up in the next few weeks.
However, she said if students do see
mice they should ·contact their resident adviser.
The department of h ousing is
keeping track of the problem
through weekly contact with head
resident advisers, Orndorff said.
Mouse problems are not new to

resident halls. Last winter, mice
were found in TTE. They provided a
diversion for some residents who
kept track of the rodent death toll.
For other residents, though, the
problem is not amusing. Lesli Coleman, South Charleston sophomore,
said some of her food was eaten by
what appeared to be a mouse, so she
set a trap. Then the trap had to be
removed by the housing janitors.
Orndorff said this is a particularly bad time of year for rodent
problems because of the weat her.

Students join march in Princeton
senior and MAPS-UCAM member.
Some groups used the march as an opportunity to
promote other causes. Nat Turner Lacy , coReporter
coordinator of the march, said the diversity of interPRINCETON - Fifteen students traveled to Prin- ests caused some confusion.
ceton Saturday to participate in the Peace and Free" We were here to protest specifically against the
dom March, a demonstration against the Ku Klux KKK, not Central America or any thing else," he said.
Klan and the Neo-Nazi National Alliance.
" But I guess things like that will happen when differThe 10-block march attracted an estimated 200 pro- ent groups of vocal people get together."
teators from across the state. It was held in conjuncMAPS-UCAM member Charles R. Dent, Scot t
tion with the 14th annual John Henry Folk Festival Depot sophomore, said he felt the diversification
of Princeton. According to festival director Edward among groups did not cloud t he original intent of the
J. Cabbell, the march was an attempt to discourage march. " More attention should have been on the
KKK and neo-Nazi groups that recruit members in • problems between blacks and whites," he said, "but I
West Virginia.
think we got our point across."
Moat ofthe Marshall students who participated are
Dent and other MAPS-UCAM members went to
members of Marshall Action for Peaceful Solutions- Bluefield last spring to protest a KKK membership
United Campuses to Prevent Nuclear War (MAPS- drive. He said he thought Klansmen might try to get
UCAM), which helped organize the march. Other even on Saturday, but none came.
groups involved in planning the demonstration
The KKK marched in Princeton two months ago in
include the Princeton festival committee and social another attempt to gain members. At that time, the
and church groups from across the state.
city limited the number of marching Klansmen to 25
A variety of organizations, ranging from the and brought in the entire police force to keep order.
Young Socialists Alliance to the Baptist Church, par"The numberofKlansmen was kept down because
ticipated in the prQtest. "It shows there is solidarity of the violent nature of the group," said Sgt. Harvey
among peace groups," said Joel C. Cook, Beckley Langford of the Princeton Police Department.

By Todd Shanny

Joel C. ~ook, Beckley senior, and Charles R.
Dent, Scott Depot sophomore, protest the Ku
Klux Klan at a MAPS/UCAM rally In Princeton.
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Classifiedmatch this deal? We have

For Rent

T M 1
FUIMISHID APAl~MIM_ S .
a e
stu_d_e!1ts. ~ear university. Sha;;;;
faahtJes. Private ~roo~~- _$ 150·.
perm~nth plus deposit. UtibtJes pa1d.
Huntmgton local 762-2552 -

Savingsl

CN4 W>11
fully furnished apartments for only
· $225/ mo. plus electric. 1/ BR, 1/BA.
We supply heat, water, maintenance
at no cost t.o you! Walk to MU, work,
downtown. To see, call Jennie, -5228361. Pancake Realty Company.

Help Wanted

Thank You Marshall Students, Faculty, and Staff
for supporting us through the years. In appreciation we are offering you year round savings!

For Sale

MCfflVATB), . . .amc sales person
for gift shop in Huntington Mall.
Dates Nov. 1 through Dec. 31. Hourly
wages plus commission. Flexible
Hours. Please call 343-1617.

VMXUUM Q.IEAHlltS Used. $32 and up.
Mountain State Applicances. 803 8th Ave.· 525-4583.
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